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The New York Times–bestselling author “pulls out all the stops for this exhilarating alien-invasion
epic . . . One of his finest” (Publishers Weekly, starred review).It happened one day in April. Huge
explosions in skies across the world heralded the coming of the Gorgon ships, sparking a
worldwide panic. Indestructible, they blasted Earth’s greatest cities into rubble. Then, through
portals opening in the air, came the skeletal Cyphers. And Earth became a battlefield in a war
between two alien races bent on mutual destruction.In Colorado, just over a hundred survivors
have found sanctuary in the ruins of an apartment complex—and it’s not just the Gorgons and
Cyphers who threaten them. They are regularly besieged by the Gray Men, humans mutated by
something in the atmosphere into monstrosities straight out of nightmares.With their ammunition
and supplies dwindling, the remaining humans face a bleak future. Then one day, a teenage boy
appears, seemingly human, seemingly the victim of catastrophic injuries. He can’t remember
where he came from, but he senses a power within himself—one that causes an earthquake to
repel a horde of Gray Men. A voice speaks to the boy in his sleep, telling him to find “the white
mansion.” Now, the one thing the survivors need most of all is blossoming within them: hope. But
only if they choose to trust in a boy who has no memory and only three words from a dream to
guide him . . .“A prime example of a master storyteller/writer returning to the type of novel that
made him a master and an excellent addition to the alien invasion flavor of the Apocalyptic Novel
canon.” —SF Signal



The BorderRobert McCammon

To Uncle CarlosPART ONELast Stand at Panther RidgeOneThe boy who was running ran into
the rain.He came suddenly into its stinging shower. Within seconds it became a small storm of
torment, like the fierce prick of a hundred hot needles. He looked back as he ran and saw
through the moving haze the tops of mountains explode in the distance. He saw chunks of rock
as big as buildings fly into the diseased air, crash back upon the earth and crack into tumbling
fragments. Above the mountains flickered the electric blue lightning that put terror into the heart
of the bravest man and made the weaker man fall to his knees.The boy kept running, into the
rain.The field was wide and long. The field was barren. Its mud began to pull at the boy’s shoes.
He was wearing dirty Pumas, once white. He couldn’t remember where they had come from, or
when he’d put them on. He couldn’t remember where his dirty jeans had come from, or his grimy
dark red shirt that was missing its right sleeve. He couldn’t remember much at all.He knew,
though, that he had to run. And he had to hope he would live through this day.For though his
memory flapped like a tattered flag, he knew what was behind him. He knew he was in Colorado.
He knew why the mountains, as old as time, were being torn to jagged pieces. He knew what the
blue lightning was, and why soon there would be pulses of red flame floating up from tortured
earth to angry sky. They were fighting there. They had found another border to contest. And
between them, they would destroy it all.He ran on, breathing hard, and sweating in the sultry air,
as the rain began to hammer down.The mud took him. It trapped his shoes and made him
stumble and down he went into its embrace. It was sticky and hot and got on his face and up his
nose. Dark with mud, he struggled up to his knees. Through the curtains of rain, he saw the
movements on both sides of him, to left and right in the wide barren field, and he knew one army
was on the march.The boy flattened himself in his muddy pool. He lay like the dead, though his
heart was very much alive in its pounding and twisting on a root of terror. He wished he could
cover himself with the mud, that he could sink into it and be protected by its darkness, but he lay
still and curled up like an infant just out of the womb and stunned by life itself.He had seen them
before. Somewhere. His mind was wrecked. His mind had crashed into some event that had left
him half-brainless and groping for memory. But to left and right he saw the blurred smears of
their presence as they moved across the field like swirls of gray smoke, like formless but deadly
ghosts.He lay still, his hands gripped into the earth as if in fear of being flung into
nothingness.And suddenly he realized one of them had stopped its advance, and in stopping its
body caught up with itself and took form, and suddenly one of them was standing only a few feet
to his left and was staring at him.The boy couldn’t help but stare back, his face freighted with
mud. There was no protection to be found here. There was no protection to be found anywhere.
The boy’s blue eyes stared into the black featureless slope of the creature’s face, or mask or
helmet or whatever it might be. The creature was thin to the point of skeletal, its body about



seven feet tall. It was similar to the human body in that it had two arms and two legs. Black-
gloved hands with ten fingers. Black boots on human-shaped feet. Whether this was a
construction or a real thing born from egg or womb, the boy did not know and could not guess.
The black skin-tight suit showed no inch of flesh, and small veins laced the suit carrying rushes
of dark reddish fluid. The creature did not seem to be breathing.The creature held a weapon. It
was black also, but it looked fleshy. It had two barrels, and was connected to the body by the
fluid-carrying veins.The weapon was held down at the creature’s side, but aimed at the boy. A
finger was on a spiky pod that might be a trigger.The boy knew his death was very close.A
vibration keened the air. It was felt rather than heard, and it made the hairs on the back of the
boy’s neck ripple. It made his skin crawl and his scalp of unruly brown hair tighten, for he knew
what was to come without knowing how he knew.The creature looked behind it, and upward.
Other creatures halted their blurred, ghostly motion and became solid. They too looked upward
and their weapons raised in unison toward the enemy.Then the boy heard it, through the noise of
falling rain. He turned his head and angled his face up into the downpour, and through the low
yellow clouds came the thing that made a noise like the quiet movement of gears in a fine
wristwatch or the soft ticking of a time bomb.It was huge, two hundred feet across in a triangle
shape, and mottled with colors like the hide of a prehistoric predator: brown, yellow, and black. It
was as thin as a razor and had no ports nor openings. It was all muscle. It glided forward with
what the boy thought was an awesome and nearly silent power. Yellow tendrils of disturbed air
flowed back from the flared wingtips, and four electric-blue orbs the size of manhole covers
pulsed at its belly. As the craft continued to advance slowly and almost silently, one of the
creatures on the ground fired its weapon. A double gout of flame that was not exactly flame, but
had something white-hot at the center of its two scorching red trails, shot up toward the craft.
Before it reached meat or metal—whatever the craft was made of—a blue spark erupted and
snuffed out the flames and its two centers of destruction as easily as damp fingers on a match
head.Instantly, as the boy watched and shivered in spite of his frozen posture, the creatures
turned their weapons on the craft and began to fire … faster and faster, the gouts of alien flame
flaring up in dazzling incandescent ropes, hundreds of them, all to be extinguished by the
leaping and sizzling blue spark.The boy knew, without knowing how he knew. His mind echoed
with things he could not exactly hear nor understand. He seemed to have come a long way from
where he’d started, though where that had been he did not remember.But he knew this, though
he could not remember his own name or where he’d been running from or to or where his
parents were: The creatures with the weapons … soldiers of the Cyphers.The craft above …
piloted by the Gorgons.Names humans had given them. Their real names unknown. Their
silence impenetrable.The blue spark jumped and danced, putting out the white-hot flames with
almost dismissive ease. The rain poured down and the yellow clouds swirled. The Cypher
soldiers began to lower their ineffective weapons and vibrate again into blurs, and suddenly the
boy was alone in the muddy field. The monstrous craft floated above him, its blue orbs pulsing.
He felt as small as an insect on a windshield, about to be smashed into pulp. He tensed to jump



up and run again, as far as he could get in this mud and downpour, and then the craft drifted on
past him and he felt its force diminish as it gained speed. In his mouth there was the taste of mud
and something like the tang of running the tongue across rusted metal. He heard a sharp sizzling
noise—bacon in a frying pan—and turning his head in the direction of the parting craft he saw
bolts of electric-blue energy striking out from the vehicle’s underside. Small explosions—bursts
of black matter—showed hits on the Cypher soldiers even as they blurred themselves into near-
invisibility.The boy decided it was time to get up and run some more, in another direction.He
staggered to his feet and fled across the field, away from the battle. The rain struck his head and
shoulders and the mud tried to pull him down. He fell to his knees once, but when he got up he
vowed he would not fall again.Onward through the rain and across the mud he ran, toward a
yellow mist that hung across the horizon. He passed and leaped over smoking craters that held
things at their bottoms that were burnt black and twisted like old tree roots. The breath was
rasping hard in his lungs, which pained him as if they’d been punched by heavy fists; he
coughed up a spool of red blood and kept going.From the mist before him appeared a dozen or
more Cypher soldiers, all thin and black-garbed in material that was not of this earth. They all
held the weapons that seemed to be growing from their bodies, and they all wore the black
featureless masks that might have been the faces of robots, for all the boy knew. Before he could
change direction he was aware of something coming at him from behind with a metallic noise
like piano wires being plucked in a high register. He veered to the left and dove into a fresh
crater, while above him incandescent blue spheres of tight fire skimmed over his refuge at
tremendous speed and tore into the Cyphers, spinning out whips that looked to be made of
flaming barbed-wire. The boy crawled up to the crater’s edge to see the Cyphers being ripped to
pieces by this new weapon, and though some of the Cyphers shot down a few of the fireballs
with their own energy weapons or blurred away into the mist the battle was over in a matter of
seconds. Twitching arms and legs lay upon the black-splattered battlefield and the fireballs like
burning eyes powered on into the yellow mist beyond, seeking more victims.A movement in the
crater with him caught the boy’s attention. He felt the hairs rise on the back of his neck, and his
heart pounded.Across from him, a faceless mud-splattered Cypher soldier was reaching for its
energy gun, which had been torn off its veins and lay shrivelled like dying flesh a few feet away.
The black-gloved hands scrabbled to regain the diminished weapon, but could not quite reach it
since some other encounter had nearly cut the creature in half. The legs were still twitching, the
boots pushing futilely against the ravaged earth. In the body cavity glistened black intestines
streaked with yellow and red like the bodies of the grasshoppers the boy remembered, yet did
not know how he remembered. He smelled an acrid odor akin to the smell of the liquid the
grasshoppers shot out upon rough fingers. Only this was maybe twice as strong. The Cypher lay
in a pool of it. The creature still struggled to reach the weapon, but the severed body would not
obey.The boy spoke, in a voice he’d never heard before.“I thought you were supposed to be so
tough,” he said.The faceless creature continued its struggle for the weapon. The boy got up in a
crouch, mindful of other soldiers or flying things that might take his head off, and dared to touch



the energy gun. It had a sticky feel, like rubber left out too long under a burning sun. The veins
had ceased to pump fluid. The weapon was crumpling and collapsing inward on itself even as he
watched. The Cypher soldier’s spidery hand reached for his ankle, and he feared the grip
because he had the quick mental image of being paralyzed with pain. Avoiding the soldier’s
hand, he stood up and ran again because he knew that sitting still in one place too long was
death.He also knew that he wanted to live. Knew that he needed to live, and so he’d better find
himself a place of shelter before it was too late.As he ran the rain thrashed into his face. From his
pressured lungs he began to cough and spit up more threads of blood. He asked himself who he
was and where he had come from, but to those questions only returned blankness. He had no
memory beyond running across this field, as if his mind had been turned off and then on again
by a jittery hand on a lightswitch. Father? Mother? Home? Brother or sister? Nothing, not even
the shadow of a shadow.He was hurting. His lungs, heart and stomach, yes, but his bones too.
He felt rearranged. He felt as if in that weird old song about the thigh bone being connected to
the kneebone and all that shit, his thigh bone was connected to his collarbone and his kneebone
to his buttbone. Something about him was messed up, but he was good to run. For now, that was
enough.The monstrous triangular shape moved above him. He looked up and saw the massive
Gorgon craft, mottled like a prehistorical reptile, gliding from the ugly yellow clouds. It was still
firing its electric-blue bolts of energy to hit unseen figures on the ground. It was oblivious to him;
he was nothing, worth not even a spark of destruction.Suddenly the bright blue bolts began to
flare out to the left and right, seeking other targets. The Gorgon craft might have given a shiver of
dread, and in another few seconds the boy saw why.From both sides came thin ebony missiles
maybe twenty feet in length. There were ten of them, moving fast and silently. Four of them were
hit by the bolts and exploded into flying black ribbons, but the remaining six grew claws and
teeth as they pierced the meat of the Gorgon ship, and forming into shapes like voracious,
glistening spiders, they began to rapidly eat and tear their way through the mottled hide.Six more
of the hungry missiles came at the ship, launched from somewhere beyond sight. Two were shot
down, the other four became ebony spider-shapes that winnowed themselves into the alien
flesh, if it could be called that. Chunks of the Gorgon ship began to fall away, revealing an interior
of purplish-red meat veined with what looked like hexagonal corridors. The missile-spiders
continued to claw and chew, faster and faster, as the blue bolts fired crazily in every direction.
The boy dodged as an energy bolt sizzled the earth maybe forty feet to his right, but he couldn’t
pull his gaze away from the hideous feast and the death of a giant.Surely the Gorgon ship was
dying. Its bulk shivered and writhed as the Cypher spiders penetrated deeper into the heart of
the mystery. Dark red liquid was pouring out from a dozen wounds. Pieces of the craft fell to the
earth and yet still writhed and convulsed. The machine screamed. There was a high-pitched
sound that seemed to the boy a cross between fingernails on a blackboard and the sinister
rattling of a timber viper. He had to put his hands to his ears, to block the noise out before it
overcame him and made his knees buckle. A huge chunk of the craft fell away, spiralling
fountains of the dark liquid. Within the cavity, the black spider-shapes were feasting, ripping



through the alien meat and the inner corridors with claws and fangs that the boy thought could
likely tear through concrete and metal. The Gorgon ship pitched to the right, spilling its insides in
great falling sheets of liquid and fleshy pieces the Cypher-spiders had not fully consumed.The
machine-scream went on and on, as the ship crashed down upon the earth. The spiders
swarmed over the twitching hide. The boy turned and fled.Where there was any safety anymore,
he didn’t know. The ear-piercing noise ceased. Score one for the Cyphers, he thought. He ran
through the yellow mist and onward, and suddenly found broken concrete under his feet.He was
in a parking lot. Around him in the thickened air were the rusted and weather-beaten hulks of
eight abandoned vehicles. The rain had ceased. Puddles of water filled cracks and craters. A
long building of red bricks stood before him, with not an unshattered window remaining. To the
left was a sagging goalpost and the weeds of a football field. The bleachers had collapsed. A
sign had stayed up in the parking lot, valiant in its declaration of a message from the
past.ETHAN GAINES HIGH SCHOOL read the permanent black letters. And below those, the
moveable red ones: Senior Pl y A ril 4-6 ‘The Ch ngeling’The boy saw blurs approaching from his
left, across the football field. A few of the Cypher soldiers stopped and regained their bodily
forms for a few seconds before they sped up again. He thought there might be forty or fifty of
them, coming like a dark wave. He started to run to the right, but even as the impulse hit him he
knew he wouldn’t have time to escape; they would be on him too soon.He slid to the concrete
and under a smashed pickup truck that used to be black but was now more red with rust and still
had a Denver Broncos decal on the remains of the broken rear window.Dark blurs entered the
parking lot. The Cypher soldiers were on the move, from somewhere to somewhere. The boy
pressed himself against the cracked concrete. If any of them sensed him here …Something was
coming.The boy felt it, in a shiver of his skin. He smelled some form of pulsing power in the
tainted air. From his hiding place he saw the legs of several of the soldiers materialize, as they
stood motionless; they too were feeling this yet-unknown approach.There was silence but for the
dripping of water from the car hulks. Then something passed overhead with a noise like a
whisper of wind, and there was a bright flash of blue light that lit up the parking lot and made the
boy squint and then whatever it was had gone.The boy waited, blinking. Spots spun before his
eyes. Some of the soldiers blurred out again, while others remained in cautious and stationary—
and maybe stunned—visibility.Above the boy, the pickup truck moved.It gave a shudder that
made its rusted seams groan, and the boy heard that same groaning of metal echo across the
parking lot, and suddenly the underside of the pickup was changing from metal to red and brown
scales, and its moldy tires were changing into stubby scaled legs from which grew red spikes
tipped with gleaming black.He realized the pickup truck was coming to life.In a matter of
seconds a breathing belly was over his head. He saw the shape over him broaden and thicken,
with a noise that was a combination of bones slipping into sockets and metal crackling as it
formed itself into flesh.With a burst of panic he rolled out from under the thing, and found himself
on his knees amid what was now not a parking lot of abandoned vehicles but a menagerie of
creatures from the darkest depth of nightmares.The boy realized that whatever had passed over



and released its energy beam in its eye-stunning blue burst had the power to create life. And the
life it had created here, from the rusted and abandoned hulks, were either born from real
creatures of the Gorgons’ domain, or from the imagination of an alien warlord. Bulky, muscular
shapes began to rise up from the concrete. The boy was in their midst, among their clawed feet
and legs that seethed with red and black spikes. Horned heads with multiple eyes and gaping
mouths scanned the battleground, as the Cypher soldiers opened fire. The red coils of
otherworldly flame flailed out, striking and burning the newborn and monstrous flesh. The
creatures that were hit roared and yowled, shaking the earth, and others rushed forward with
tremendous speed upon the soldiers. As the boy watched in stunned horror while the Gorgon
creations struck left and right with spiked arms and claws into the mass of soldiers, he noted that
one of the thickly-muscled beasts had a Denver Broncos decal on the reddish scales at juncture
of shoulders and neck. It appeared to be just underneath the armored flesh, like the faded
remnant of an earthly tattoo.The soldiers fired their weapons, scaled flesh burned and smoking,
the creatures crushed and tore apart and trampled the long slim figures in their black uniforms,
and intestines that smelled of grasshopper juice flew through the air and splattered where they
hit. One monster’s triple-horned head with six deepset crimson eyes burst into flame from a
Cypher weapon, and the creature rampaged around the parking lot blindly striking out as its
craggy face melted like gray wax. The Cyphers were being overwhelmed and crushed beneath
the monsters, and some blurred away but a few remained standing their ground and firing into
the beasts until they too were ripped to dripping shreds. Some on all fours and some on two
legs, the creatures began to give pursuit after the retreating soldiers. Three dying Gorgon beasts
lay on the concrete being eaten up by the Cypher flames, and they shrieked and beat futilely at
the alien fire and tried to rise up from their impending deaths. One got to its knees, its burning
triangular head on a thick stalk of a neck turned, and its ebony eyes found the boy, who crawled
backwards away from the thing even as the eyes burned out, the flames rippled across its scales
and spikes and it fell back upon the concrete with a gasp of life released.The boy got up,
staggering, and ran again.It was all he could do to stay upright, but as he entered the haze of
yellow mist he knew he could not—must not—fall. He could hear the roaring of the monsters
behind him, off in the distance, and his dirty Pumas nearly flew him off the ground. He was no
longer on concrete, but again on a field of mud and weeds. Crumpled and smoking bodies of
Cypher soldiers lay around him, where another battle had passed. Score one for the Gorgons,
he thought.He hadn’t gone another hundred yards when he knew something was coming up fast
behind him.He was terrified to look back. Terrified to slow down. Terrified, to know he was about
to be destroyed in this muddy field.Whatever it was, he sensed that it was almost upon him.Then
he did look back, to see what was after him, and he was about to juke to the right when a rider
on a gray-dappled horse emerged from the mist, reached down and grabbed the boy’s arm in a
lockgrip. He was pulled off his feet and upward, and a hard human voice growled, “Get up
here!”The boy got up behind the man and held on tightly to his waist, seeing the man was
wearing at his left side a shoulder holster with what looked like an Uzi submachine gun in it. The



horse and its two riders swept on across the field, while in the distance the Gorgon monsters
roared like a chorus of funeral bells on the last day of the world.TwoBut it was not the last day of
the world.It was a Thursday, the 10th of May. Some may have wished it was the last day of the
world, some may have prayed for it to be and wept bitter tears that it would be so, but others had
prepared for yet another day to follow this one, and so the boy found himself on horseback,
approaching a fortress.On the road that led up to this Colorado hilltop on the southern edge of
Fort Collins was an aged and weather-battered sign that showed the stylized emblem of a
prowling panther and the tarnished brass lettering Panther Ridge Apartments. At the top of the
hill, with a panoramic view of all around, were the apartments themselves. There were four
buildings constructed of bricks the color of sand with gray-painted balconies and sliding glass
doors. Built in 1990 and at one time a desired address for swinging singles, the Panther Ridge
Apartments had fallen on hard times since the crash of 2007, and the investment company that
owned it had sold it off to another company in the beginning of a downward spiral for
maintenance and managers. The boy knew none of this. He saw only four dismal-looking
buildings surrounded by a fifteen-foot high wall of mortared rocks topped with thick coils of
barbed wire. Wooden watchtowers with tarpaper roofs stood behind the wall at east and west,
north and south. He couldn’t fail to note heavy machine guns set up on pivoting stands at each
tower. As the horse and its riders continued up the road to the north, a green signal flag was
flown from the south-facing tower. The boy saw a large wooden door covered with metal plates
begin to open inward. As it opened wider the horse galloped through and immediately the men
and women who had pulled the heavy door open began to push it shut. It was locked by two
lengths of squared-off timber manhandled across the door through iron brackets and into
grooves in the walls. But by this time the boy was being lifted from the horse by a husky man on
the ground who had run up alongside to do just this task. The husky man had a long gray beard
and wore leather gloves and held the boy before him like a sack of garbage as he ran deeper
into the apartment complex and down a set of stairs. A door was opened, the boy was nearly
thrown inside, and the door closed again. The boy heard a key turning in the lock.He was, as he
discovered within a few seconds, imprisoned.The floor was bare white, scarred linoleum. The
walls, painted a yellowish-gray, also bore scars. They looked to the boy, as he sat on the floor
and examined his surroundings, like claw marks. And bullet holes here and there, too. The door
was reinforced with metal plates, as the front gate had been. The sliding door to the balcony was
covered with sheet metal and barbed wire. One small square of window allowed in a weak shaft
of light. There was no furniture. The light fixtures had been removed but of course there was no
electricity so the bare wires hanging down were just reminders of what had been. He saw on the
walls and floor what might have been the faint brown remnants of bloodstains.The boy said,
“Okay,” just to hear his own voice again.And it was more than that. Okay. If he had made it across
that field and out of that parking lot with the Gorgons and Cyphers all around, then he was going
to survive. He knew he had a survivor’s instinct, though he had no idea who he was or where
he’d come from. So … okay. And okay because at least he was with humans, and maybe they



were going to stick him in a pot, boil him, and eat him, but … well, maybe thinking that way
wasn’t so okay, so he let that go. But at least he was with humans, right? And okay because for
the moment—just for this moment—he felt safe here in this little apartment prison, and he didn’t
have to do any more running right now, and he was tired and hurting and it was okay just to sit
here and wait for what was coming next.What was coming next was not very long in coming.
Within a few minutes the boy heard the key in the lock again. His heartbeat quickened. He
tensed and slid himself across the floor to press his back against the wall behind him, and he
waited as the door opened and three men came into the dimly illuminated room. One of the men
carried an old-timey black doctor’s bag and a burning oil lamp, which he held toward the boy as
he entered. The other two men were armed with submachine guns, which they also aimed at the
boy.The door was closed and locked behind them.“Stand up,” commanded one of the men with
a machine gun. “Take off your clothes.”“What?” the boy asked, still dazed from his run.“Up,” came
the rough voice. “And your clothes off.”The boy got to his feet. The man who had spoken to him
was the same who had heaved him up upon the horse. This man was maybe forty years old, was
of medium build, but obviously strong for his size. He had a hard-lined face with a hawk’s beak of
a nose and deep-set, wary, dark brown eyes. He looked like he’d never known what a smile felt
like. Such a thing might break his face. The man wore faded jeans, brown workboots, a gray shirt
with rolled-up sleeves, and on his head was a grimy dark blue baseball cap. He had a brown
beard edged with gray. Around his left shoulder and hanging down close at his side was the
holster for his very deadly weapon. On his left wrist was a battered-looking watch that had no
crystal.“Go ahead, son,” the man with the doctor’s bag urged. He was older, probably in his mid-
sixties, was white-haired and clean-shaven, thin and dressed more neatly than either of the
others in a blue shirt and faded khakis. He was holding onto whatever he could of his life as it
had been. His face maybe had once been friendly and open, but now was strained and tense.
The boy noted a holster around his waist with a revolver parked in it, and this man wore a
wristwatch that looked to be in fairly good working order.“Are you going to kill me?” the boy
asked, speaking to the elder man.“If we have to,” replied the hard-faced man. “Get your clothes
off. Now.”The third man, thin and sallow and black-bearded, stood aside near the door. The boy
figured he was there in position to get a clear line of fire. The boy began to undress, slowly
because his bones ached and he felt so weary he could sleep for a hundred years. When he
was out of his clothes and they had dropped around him to the floor, he stood motionlessly while
the three men stared at him in the light of the oil lamp.“Where’d you get all those bruises?” asked
the doctor-man, in a quiet voice.The boy looked down at himself. He hadn’t realized. Across his
chest was a massive, ugly black bruise. It covered from shoulder to shoulder. Black bruises were
streaked across his sides, his stomach and his thighs. He had no memory of what had caused
those injuries, but now he knew why he was aching and he was spitting up blood. Something
had hit him, very hard.“Please turn around,” said the doctor-man. “Let’s see your back.”The boy
did. The black-bearded man at the door gave a low grunt and the hard-faced man spoke in
nearly a whisper to the third one.“My question again,” said the doctor-man. “Where’d the bruises



come from?”“I don’t know,” came the still-stunned answer, as the boy turned to face them
again.“You have an equally large bruise across your back and down your spine. Your contusions
look to be very severe. You’ve been through an extremely violent incident … not like falling down
some stairs or skinning a knee. I mean … violent.” He stepped forward, shining the lamp into the
boy’s eyes.“Careful, doc!” warned the hard-faced man. His Uzi was trained on the boy’s
midsection, and did not waver.“Are you spitting up blood?”“Yes sir.”“I’m not surprised. What’s
surprising me is that your lungs didn’t burst and that you still can breathe. Your hearing all
right?” “Got a little ringing in my ears. They kind of feel stopped up. That’s all.” “Hm. Interesting. I
think you’ve been through … well, I won’t say right now.” He offered a thin, crinkly smile, which
was maybe the best he could do.“Can I put my clothes back on?”“Not yet. Hold your arms out to
your sides, will you?”The boy did as he was asked.The doctor gave his medical bag to the hard-
faced man and neared the boy again. He shone the lamp over the boy’s body, and seemed to be
looking for something in particular. He frowned as he examined the huge black bruise across the
boy’s chest. “You can lower your arms,” he said, and the boy did. Then the doctor reached back
and opened the medical bag. From it he brought a hypodermic needle, which he uncapped
ready for use. “Left arm, please,” he said.The boy hesitated. “What’s this for?”“A saline
solution.”“What’s it for?” the boy asked, with a little irritation.“We’re checking to see,” said the
doctor, “whether you’re fully human or not. The saline solution causes a reaction in the alien
blood. It heats it up. Then things happen. Left arm, please.”“I’m human,” the boy said.“Do what
you’re told,” the hard-faced man spoke up. “We don’t want to shoot you for no reason.”“Okay.”
The boy managed a tight smile. He offered his left arm. “Go ahead.”The needle sank into a vein.
The doctor stepped back. Both of the other men were ready with their weapons. The doctor
checked the time on his wristwatch. About a minute slipped past. “Dave,” the doctor said to the
hard-faced man, “I think he’s clean.”“Sure about that?”The doctor stared into the boy’s face. His
eyes were blue, nested in wrinkles, but were very clear. “No nodules I can see. No abnormalities,
no growths. No reaction to the saline. Let’s give a listen to the heart and take a bp reading.” The
doctor retrieved a stethoscope from his bag, checked the boy’s heartbeat and then used a blood
pressure cuff. “Normal,” was the conclusion. “Under the circumstances.”“What about the
bruises?”“Yes,” said the doctor. “What about those.” It was a statement, not a question. “Son,
what’s your name?”The boy hesitated. He was tired and hurting, and he could still taste blood in
his mouth. A name? He had none to give. The men were waiting. He decided he’d better offer
them something, and he thought of a name he’d recently seen. “Ethan Gaines,” he
answered.“Really?” Dave cocked his head to one side. “Funny about that. One of our lookouts
spotted you through her binocs running into that high school parking lot. Funny, that it’s Ethan
Gaines High School. Was, I mean. So that’s your name, huh?”The boy shrugged.“I think,” the
doctor said, “he doesn’t know his name. He’s suffered a very violent concussive event. An
explosion of some kind. Might have been caught in a shockwave. Where are your
parents?”“Don’t know,” the boy said. He frowned. “I just seemed to wake up, all of a sudden. I
was running. That’s all I remember. I know I’m in Colorado … in Fort Collins, I think? But



everything else …” He blinked and looked around the little prison. “What’s this place for? What
did you mean … about the alien blood heating up?”“That’s for later,” Dave said. “Right now, we’re
the ones asking the questions … like where you came from?”The boy had reached his limit with
Dave. Whether the man was holding an Uzi on him on not, he didn’t care. He took a solid step
forward, which made both guns train on him, and he thrust his chin out and his blue eyes glinted
with anger and he said, “I told you. I don’t remember who I am, or where I came from. All I know
is, I was running. From them. They were fighting over my head. All around me.” He had to pause
to draw a breath into his sore lungs. “I don’t know who you people are. I’m real glad you got me
out of where I was, but I don’t like guns aimed at me. Either yours or the Cyphers’.” He let that
hang for a few seconds, and then he added, “Sir.”The weapons were lowered. Dave glanced
quickly at the doctor, who had stepped to one side and was wearing a small, amused
smile.“Well,” said the doctor. “Ethan, I think you can put on your clothes now. As for who we are, I
am John Douglas. Was a pediatric surgeon in my previous life. Now, mostly an aspirin-pusher.
This is Dave McKane,” he said, motioning toward the hard-faced man, “and Roger Pell.”“Hi,” said
Ethan, to all three of them. He started putting his clothes back on … dirty white socks,
underwear that was the worse for wear, muddy jeans, the grimy dark red shirt with the torn-off
right sleeve, and the dirt-caked Pumas. He thought to check the pockets of his jeans for anything
that might be a clue, but searching them brought up nothing. “I don’t remember these clothes,”
he told the men. And he felt something break inside him. It was sudden and quiet, and yet it was
like an inner scream. He had been about to say I don’t remember who bought them for me, but it
was lost and fell away. He trembled and his right hand came up to press against his forehead, to
jar loose the memories that were not there, and his eyes burned and his throat closed up and
everywhere he turned there seemed to be a wall.“Hell,” Dave McKane said, “sometimes I forget
my own name too.” His voice was quieter now, not so harsh. There was a quaver in it that he
killed by clearing his throat. “It’s just the times. Right, Doc?”“Right,” said John Douglas. He
reached out and touched Ethan’s arm; it was the gentle touch of a pediatric surgeon. “The times,”
he said, and Ethan blinked away his tears and nodded, because tears would win no battles and
right no wrongs.“She’ll want to see him,” Dave said, speaking to the doc. “If you’re sure?”“I’m
sure. Ethan, you can call me JayDee. Okay?”“Yes sir.”“All right. Let’s get out of this hole.”They
took him out through the metal-reinforced door and into the yellow-misted light. A half-dozen
people—thin, wearing clothes that had been patched many times and washed only a few—were
standing around the door, waiting for the little drama within to play out, and they retreated up the
stairs as Ethan emerged.“This way.” JayDee directed Ethan to the left as they reached what had
been the lowest building’s parking lot. The rain had stopped and the sun was hot through the
jaundiced clouds. The air smelled of electricity before a thunderstorm. That and the air itself was
heavy and humid. There was no hint of a breeze. As Ethan followed the three men across the
parking lot, past a disused set of tennis courts and a swimming pool that had debris in it but only
a small puddle of rainwater at its deepest end, he saw that people of many different generations
were gathered here in the protection of this makeshift fortress. There were women of many ages



holding babies and young children, there were older children and teenagers and on up to the
elderly, people maybe in their seventies. Some of these people were working, the strong-backed
chopping wood and stacking the lengths in neat piles, others laboring on the outer walls to
strengthen places that looked damaged, and doing various other tasks in this fortress
community. Most of the inhabitants paused in their work to watch Ethan and the men pass by.
Everyone was thin and moved slowly, as if in a bad dream, their expressions blank and hollow-
eyed, but they were survivors too. Ethan counted eight horses grazing in a corral on a brown-
grassed, rocky hillside up near the highest point. A small wooden barn, surely not original to the
apartment complex, stood nearby. With no gasoline available, true horsepower would be the
only way to travel.“Up here,” said JayDee, motioning Ethan up another flight of stairs at the
central building. The walls had been painted with graffiti slogans in red, white and blue that
proclaimed among other silent shouts We Will Not Die, This World Is Ours, and Tomorrow Is
Another Day. Ethan wondered if the people who had painted those slogans were still alive.He
climbed the stairs behind JayDee, with Dave McKane and Roger Pell following him, and on the
next level the doctor stopped at a door with the number 227 on it and knocked. Just before it
opened something screamed past overhead, so fast it was nearly invisible, just the quickest
impression of a yellow-and-brown-blotched triangular shape cutting through the air and then
gone, and everyone but Ethan flinched because he was tired of running and if he was going to
die today it would be without shrinking from his fate.The door opened and a slim, pallid-faced
man with a mass of curly reddish hair and a ginger-colored beard peered out. He was wearing
glasses held together with electrical tape. The lenses magnified his gray eyes. He wore a pair of
dirty overalls and a brown-checked shirt, and he was holding at his side a clipboard with a pad of
yellow paper on which Ethan caught sight of lines of numbers. He had the stub of a much-
chewed-upon pencil clenched in the left side of his mouth.“Afternoon, Gary,” JayDee said. He
motioned toward Ethan. “We have a new arrival.”The man’s magnified eyes studied Ethan. His
reddish brows went up. “Fell in some mud?” he asked, and Ethan nodded.“Someone new?”
came a woman’s voice from behind Gary, who wore a pistol in a holster at his waist just as did
John Douglas. “Let’s have a look.”Gary stepped aside. JayDee let Ethan enter the apartment
first. There was a woman sitting behind a desk and behind her there was a wall with a large,
expressionist painting of wild horses galloping across a field. The glass sliding door that led to
the balcony and facing the distant mountains that had exploded behind Ethan not long ago was
reinforced with a geometry of duct tape. On the floor was a crimson rug, there were two chairs, a
coffee table and a brown sofa. Everything looked like junk shop stuff, but at least it made the
place comfortable. Or maybe not. On another wall was a rack of three rifles, one with a scope. A
few oil lamps were set about, their wicks burning low. A second woman was sitting in a chair in
front of the desk, and before her was another clipboard and a pad of yellow paper with figures
written on it. Evidently some kind of meeting had been in progress that involved number
crunching, and as Ethan approached the desk he had the distinct feeling that the numbers were
not good.Both women stood up, as if he were worth the respect. He figured maybe he was, for



getting here without being killed by either Gorgon monsters or Cypher soldiers. The woman who
was behind the desk was the older of the two. She was dressed in a pale blue blouse and gray
pants and around her neck she wore a necklace of turquoise stones with a silver crucifix in the
middle. She said, “What do we have here?” Her dark brown eyes narrowed and quickly went to
JayDee.“He’s human,” the doctor said, answering her unspoken question. But in his voice there
was something else. As far as I can tell, was what Ethan heard. “One problem, though. He
doesn’t know his—”“My name is Ethan Gaines,” said the boy, before JayDee could get that
out.“His history,” the doctor went on. The apartment door had been closed by Gary, after Dave
and Roger had come in. The noise of work outside was muffled. “Ethan has no memory of where
he came from or where his parents are. He is … shall we say … a mystery.”“Hannah saw him
through her binoculars,” Dave added. His voice was less gruff but still hard-edged. He removed
his baseball cap, showing brown hair that stuck up with multiple cowlicks and had streaks of
gray at the temples. “I made the decision to go out after him. Didn’t have time to bring it to you or
anybody else.”“Brave or crazy, which one is it?” said the woman behind the desk, speaking to
Dave with a hint of irritation as if she valued his life greater than a horseback jaunt into the
battlefield. Her gaze went to the boy again. “Ethan,” she said. “I am Olivia Quintero. I suppose I’m
the leader here. At least that’s what they tell me. I guess I should say … welcome to Panther
Ridge.”Ethan nodded. He figured there were plenty of places worse to be. Like anywhere out
there beyond the walls. He took a good long look at Olivia Quintero, who radiated a comforting
confidence, or a strength of will and purpose. He thought that was why she was the leader here.
She looked to be a tall woman, slimly built and likely made more slim by lack of food. But she
was sinewy and tough in the way she held herself, her face placid and composed, her forehead
high under a crown of short-cut white hair. Ethan thought she was maybe in her mid-fifties, her
skin tone slightly darkened by her Hispanic heritage. Her forehead was lined and there were
deeper lines at the corners of her eyes, but otherwise she wore the roads and travels of her life
well. She looked like what he thought she must have been before all this happened: a high
school principal, but one who had experienced some “stuff” in her own younger years and might
let things slide if you explained yourself the right way. Maybe she’d been the principal at Ethan
Gaines High, who knew? Or a businesswoman, maybe. Someone who had come up from a poor
family and made a fortune selling real estate, the kind of houses that used to look like little
castles before there was a need for fortresses. And how he knew this about the little castles he
couldn’t remember, so he just let it go because no daylight was breaking through his night.He
felt her examining him, too. And she saw him as a muddied boy about fourteen or fifteen years
old with a mop of unruly brown hair that hung over his forehead and nearly into his eyes, which
were the light blue color of the early morning sky at the ranch she had owned with her deceased
husband Vincent about twenty miles east of here, back when there was sanity in the world. She
noted Ethan’s sharp nose and chin and the equally sharp—nearly piercing—expression in those
eyes, and she thought he was an intelligent boy who must have been born under a very lucky
star, to have survived what he must’ve gone through out there. Or … tal vez no tan afortunado,



because maybe the lucky ones had all died early, along with their loved ones and their memories
of what Earth had been.Thinking about that too much was a dark path to Hell, and God only
knew all of the survivors here had suffered aplenty, with more suffering yet to come. The suicide
rate was getting higher. There was no way to stop someone who wanted to leave, and with so
many guns around …The loss of hope was the worst, Olivia knew. So she could let no one else
know how close she was to taking a gun, putting it to her head in the middle of the night and
joining her husband in what must surely be a better place than this.But Panther Ridge needed a
leader, someone who pressed on and organized things and said tomorrow is another day and
would never show her terror and hopelessness. And she was it, though deep in her soul she
wondered how much longer she could be, and why there was any point to any of it.“Have you
ever killed anyone?” Ethan suddenly asked her.“What?” she replied, a little startled by the
question.“Killed anyone in that room I was put in,” Ethan went on. “I saw claw marks and bullet
holes in the walls. What looked like bloodstains, too. I’m thinking people were taken in there and
killed.”Dave stepped closer, between Ethan and Olivia. “Yeah, we’ve killed some things in there.
Maybe they were people once, but they sure weren’t when we killed them. It had to be done.
Then we scrubbed up the blood the best we could. Don’t you know?”“I know about the Gorgons
and the Cyphers. I know they’re fighting. Tearing the world apart. That’s all I can remember.”“And
you don’t remember how you know?” Olivia asked. “Not anything?”“Nothing,” said the boy.Olivia
glanced at John Douglas, who lifted his white eyebrows and shrugged, saying I have no idea.
She directed her attention back to the new arrival. “I don’t know where you’ve been or how you
survived out there, but I think there’s a lot you need to grasp. And much more than about the
Cyphers and Gorgons. Are you hungry? I hope you don’t mind horse meat.”“I don’t mind.”“We do
what we can here. Make do or do without. Mostly do without. But we keep going.” Why? she
asked herself even as she said it. What is it that we think will change the way things are? She
quickly pushed those questions away. She also saw no point in mentioning yet that on some
nights true Hell was visited upon the wrack and ruin of this Earth. “Dave, take him to the mess
hall. Get him fed. Find him a place to stay.”“Sure,” said Dave, stone-faced. “Another happy
addition to our little family.”“How many people are here?” Ethan asked the woman.“A hundred
and twelve by last count. It changes sometimes, day to day.”Ethan’s gaze went to the yellow pad
on the desk. He saw that numbers had been written, scratched out and scrawled again by a
nervous hand.“That’s not people,” Olivia said, noting Ethan’s interest. “That’s circumstances.
We’ve been here nearly two years. Our supplies are running out.”“Food and water?” Ethan
asked.“Canned food and bottled water, both stockpiles pretty low. That’s why we’ve had to start
eating the horses, and we don’t trust the rainwater. So, that’s how things are,” she finished.Bad,
Ethan thought. He could see the end of things, deep in her eyes. As if she felt that, she looked
away at Dave once more. “Take him and get him fed. Ethan, I’ll see you later. Okay?”He nodded,
and Dave and Roger led him out of the room and shut the door.John Douglas stayed behind, as
Kathy Mattson took her chair again and Gary Roosa regarded his clipboard and yellow pad with
all the figures of doom upon them. Olivia sat down, but she knew there was a reason the doctor



had stayed and so she said, “What is it?”“Interesting young man,” said JayDee.“Tough to think
what he must’ve gone through. But others have made it too. We had a few survivors in a couple
of a days ago, didn’t we?”“We did. Hard to survive out there, but not impossible.” The doctor
frowned. “It’s just that … I wish I had a decent lab set up. Wish I had some way to really give
Ethan a thorough exam.”“Why?” A trace of fear tightened her mouth. “Because you think he may
not be—”“I think,” JayDee interrupted, “he’s human and clean. But I also think—and this stays in
this room, please—that he sustained some injuries that … well, I don’t know how he’s walking
around, with all the bruises he has under his clothes. And ought to have, at least in my opinion,
some major internal injuries. I think he was caught in a shockwave. It’s just … very strange, that
he’s so …”“Alive?” Olivia prompted.“Maybe that,” JayDee admitted. “From the outside, it looks
like he had a massive chest injury. That alone would be enough to …” He shrugged. “But I can’t
really say, because I can’t do a proper exam.”“Then do what you can do,” Olivia said, her gaze
steady. “Watch him. If it turns out he’s a different kind of lifeform … good enough to get past the
saline … then we’d better know that fast. So watch him, do you hear me?”“I hear.” JayDee
started for the door.“Keep your gun loaded,” she reminded him, as she turned her attention to
the numbers of the dwindling stockpiles and the ideas of further rationing that Kathy and Gary—
both ex-accountants from the previous world—had advanced.“Yes,” JayDee replied heavily, and
he went out of the room into the sick sunlight.ThreeDave and JayDee watched the boy eat a
small bowl of horsemeat stew at a table in the room that served as the mess hall. Meals were
usually staggered so as not to overwhelm the three cooks, who were doing the best they could
with what they had. Everything had to be cooked outside over woodfires, then brought in.
Beyond the double-locked storage room doors, the canned foods were getting low and the
bottled water was almost gone. Afternoon light filtered through two windows that were reinforced
with duct tape. A few oil lamps and candle lanterns were set about on the other tables. It was a
dreary-looking room, but across one wall someone had painted in bright red We Will Survive.
The paint had been applied with fierce—or frantic—resolve, and had dripped down in red
rivulets to the linoleum-tiled floor.The boy ate as if there were no tomorrow. He’d been given a
paper cup with three swallows of water and told it was all he could have, so he was taking it easy
on that. The horsemeat stew, though, was quickly history.“Take a deep breath,” said John
Douglas.Ethan paused in his licking of the bowl to do as the doctor said.“No pain in your
lungs?”“A little tight. Sore right in here,” Ethan answered, touching the center of his chest. He
went back to getting every shred of meat his fingers and tongue could find.“Sore neck too, I’d
think.”“Little bit.”“I’m surprised you aren’t in more pain.” The doctor rubbed his chin; unlike most of
the other men, he tried to shave as often as possible and he used deodorant. He had been
fastidious about his appearance and his habits as a younger man, and as an older man in the
world that used to be. It was tougher now, and the point was unclear about why one would wish
to maintain as many old habits as possible, but he was a creature of order and neatness and it
kept him connected to the man he used to be. It also probably kept him sane and wanting to live.
“I’d think,” he offered, ‘‘that you could hardly walk after such traumas, much less run. Then again,



you are a young boy. Fifteen years old, would be my guess. But still …” He paused, unable to
come to any conclusion about this without a proper examination lab, and that fact made him very
uneasy. Though he was certain this boy was human. Almost certain. At least the saline test
hadn’t set the boy’s blood burning, and made him burst into a spiked monstrosity or a howling
spider-like nightmare as had happened in previous tests when so-called ‘humans’ were brought
in.“But still,” Dave growled, though it wasn’t meant as a growl, “your story is … can I say …
fucked up.” A brickmason in his previous life, also a bouncer at a Fort Collins country music bar
and an all-around rough-ass dude who didn’t mind throwing himself into any kind of action that
called for a bad attitude, Dave McKane minced no words. He had dirty fingernails and dirty hair
and dirt in the creases of his face and he carried his responsibilities in this fortress—this last
stand—very, very seriously. “If you have no memory, how come you know about the Gorgons
and Cyphers? How come that wasn’t blanked out?”Ethan sipped at his cup of water. He met
Dave’s stare. “I guess I haven’t got any memory of most things, but that … I know they’re
fighting.”“Then you know how it started? You remember it? The day?”Ethan concentrated.
Nothing was there. He sipped at his water again, and found with his tongue a shred of
horsemeat between two teeth. “No, I don’t remember that.”“The third day of April, two years
ago?” said Dave. He folded his hands together atop the table, and recalled praying at a kitchen
table similar to this one with his wife and two sons in the little house not many miles from here
yet worlds away. He had gone out alone one morning a couple of months after getting here,
riding the dappled gray horse Pilgrim, daring fate and maybe wishing to commit suicide by alien
weapon. They didn’t fight over one place very long but you could never tell when they would
come back. The battleground shifted, and nothing was ever resolved. As far as he knew, it was
the same all over the world.Dave had ridden Pilgrim to the piece of land he and Cheryl had
owned, and stood at the crater where the charred debris of the house lay. He had seen the
shards of that kitchen table down at the bottom, and then he had turned away and thrown up and
gotten back on his horse because Panther Ridge was his home now and Cheryl and the boys
were dead. And … a Gorgon ship was coming, sliding through the yellow air, which meant the
Cyphers would not be far away either.“April the third,” JayDee said, picking up the recollections
and emotions. He felt a hammer blow to his heart, and he thought he had progressed past that
pain, but he had not. There was so much pain, for everyone. His wife of thirty-two years had died
in their apartment here, in March. He had watched her slowly lose her mind, cry for her mother
and father and tremble like a little child when the aliens were fighting in this area and their
explosions shook the earth. Deborah had stopped eating and dwindled away, a victim of lost
hope. He had tried to feed her, tried his best, but she lay in bed day after day and stared at the
stained ceiling and the part of her that had known joy and freedom was already gone. And as he
sat at her bedside and held her hand in the deepening twilight with the oil lamps lit, she had
looked at him with her weary and watery eyes and asked one question in the voice of a child
imploring her father: Are we safe?He had not known what he was about to say, but he had to say
something. Though before he could speak he heard the wave of them coming, the shriek of their



approach, the thunder of their headlong rush against the walls of Panther Ridge, and he heard
the first rifle shots and the chatter of machine guns, and when he looked at Deborah again she
had left this earth because she could no longer bear what it had become.At that moment John
Douglas had faced a choice. It involved either the rifle or the pistol he owned. It involved what he
intended to do in the next few minutes, as he stared at the dead woman who had been the love
of his life and had raised for them two daughters and a son. It involved whether he had the
strength to go out there and join the fight, or whether he needed in his heart and soul to follow
Deborah to whatever Promised Land lay beyond life, because this one had become a blighted
and corrupted nightmare.The minutes had passed slowly, and not without its thorny seconds.
But in the end he had left Deborah sleeping alone, and he had taken his rifle and pistol out to
defend his fortress.“That day,” JayDee said quietly. “April the third. It was about ten in the
morning. Oh, I remember the time exactly. It was eighteen minutes after ten. I was in my office,
doing some paperwork. One of my nurses ran in, said for me to come look at the TV out in the
waiting room. CNN, Fox, MSNBC, all the local channels were covering it. Huge explosions in the
skies across the world. What looked like fiery meteors blowing up, and out of them were coming
… those Gorgon ships. Nobody was calling them ‘Gorgon’ yet, I mean. That was later. But they
were coming out of the blasts … just gliding out, and then the fighter planes went up and they
were shot to pieces, and that went on for … I don’t remember how long.”“Two days,” Dave
offered. He flicked his Bic and lit a cigarette without asking permission, because nobody gave a
damn anymore whether you smoked or not. “It was over in two days. I know you don’t remember
Nine-Eleven,” he said, speaking to Ethan, “but this was … like … a thousand Nine-Elevens, one
after another. The Gorgons finished off our Air Force and the Army and Navy, too.” He blew
smoke through his nostrils, like a furious dragon, though his eyes were blank and nearly dead. “It
was the same all over the world. Nothing could hurt those ships. At least nothing we had.
Nothing created on earth. The Gorgons hit some of the cities, but not all. New York was blasted,
so was Atlanta and Dallas and Los Angeles … Moscow … Tokyo … Berlin … Beijing. A show of
power, is what the big dogs at the Pentagon said. But the big dogs were suddenly not so big.
Suddenly … nobody was very big.” He focused once more on the boy through the drift of smoke.
“You don’t remember any of this?”“No,” said Ethan. If it had ever been there, it was all gone. And
maybe, he thought, it was better that way.“A cloaking device,” said JayDee, “is what the scientists
said got the Gorgons close enough to our atmosphere to enter without being detected. And by
then they were calling them ‘Gorgons’, so that name stuck.”“Why that name?”“Somebody at Fox
News came up with it,” Dave answered. “Supposed to be so terrible to look at you’d turn to stone.
The idea was there … that the Gorgons must be so different from us … it would drive a person
insane to see one. Anyway, once that name was out there, it was used in all the
newscasts.”JayDee remembered images of the worldwide panic. People were running, but
where would they run to? The President of the United States urged calm, and then he
disappeared into a “secure location”, as did every other elected official in Washington.
Elsewhere around the world, the so-called leaders fled their positions and roles. All civil order



broke down and all police forces were overwhelmed. The television networks and radio stations
hung on as long as they could. Within forty-eight hours of the first Gorgon ship being
documented as it slid from its fiery womb, amateur videos were taken of what appeared to be
swirling black portals opening in the air, and from them emerged the huge, sleek bat-like shapes
of what came to be known as the Cypher ships.“An enigma,” JayDee said, almost to himself.
“The unknowable.” He blinked, bringing himself back to the moment. “The Cyphers,” he said to
Ethan, “came from what looked like black holes opening in the sky. Then … those two forces
went to war. Humans were puny. We’re the bugs to be stepped on … or played with,” he added.
“But their battle is with each other. Soon after the Cyphers came, power grids around the world
started failing. The cell towers went out. I suppose the communications satellites were
destroyed. The Cyphers must’ve done that, to silence the chatter I guess. Or another display of
power.”Ethan finished his meager cup of water and was still thirsty but satisfied at least that he’d
gotten this much. He was trying to take everything in, and it was a lot to take. Dave smoked his
cigarette in silence for a moment, and then he said, “I talked to somebody who heard one of the
last radio broadcasts.” He regarded the cigarette’s glowing tip, and blew on it to make it flare.
“Some scientists and military men were talking. Giving their ideas on what was happening. That
these two civilizations—whatever they are—have been at war … like … forever. And maybe it’s
the Earth they’re fighting over, and maybe not, because—”“It’s the border,” said Ethan, who
heard himself speak those words as if from a distance.Dave and JayDee said nothing, but they
both stared at Ethan with renewed interest.“The border,” Ethan repeated. “Between them. Their
worlds, or their universe or dimension or wherever they come from. Earth is on the border, and
that’s what they’re fighting over.” He realized, almost startled, that he had no doubt what he was
saying was true. “They’re going to keep fighting until one destroys the other. That may never
happen, because …” He felt a sudden panic rise up inside him; he felt he was floating away from
himself, into an area unknown. It took him a moment to draw a deep breath that hurt his lungs,
and to calm himself. “They’re in an—” He cast about for the right term. “An arms race,” he
said.The silence went on, as the two men stared at the boy who had named himself after a high
school.It was JayDee who spoke first, in a tight and cautious voice. “Now … tell us … how would
you believe all that, if you can’t remember anything else? Did you hear that from someone? One
of your parents?”“No.” Ethan felt hot and sweaty, uncomfortable in his own skin. His bones were
aching like sore teeth. “I don’t know who told me. I just …” He met the doctor’s puzzled stare. His
own blue eyes glinted with a nearly feverish intensity. “I just know that’s the truth. We’re on the
border between them, and it’s not the Earth they want. It’s a line in space.”Dave and JayDee
looked at each other, and Ethan read their unspoken question: Are you believing what you’re
hearing?“I’m really tired,” Ethan said. “Can I get some sleep somewhere?”It took a few seconds
for the spell of Ethan’s comments to break. Dave cleared his throat and said, “Sure. There are
plenty of empty apartments.” He did not say that most of them had been occupied by people
who had over time come to the end of their hope and killed themselves. A cemetery behind the
third building held dozens of white-painted wooden crosses. Whole families had decided to let



go of their lives, and who could blame them? There were two ministers—a male Presbyterian
and a female Methodist—among the survivors at Panther Ridge, and they still led religious
services and did what they could, but sometimes the voice of Christ could not be heard over the
distant explosions and the shrieking of the nightime army.Which Dave decided Ethan didn’t
need to hear about right now. They didn’t come every night, but if they came tonight … the boy
would find out soon enough.“Come on, then.” Dave kept the stub of his cigarette between his
teeth as he stood up. “Let’s get you settled in. Get you a bucket of sand to scrub some of that
mud off, too.” Water being too precious a commodity to waste on washing. He would not yet tell
Ethan any more about the things they had killed—exterminated would be the better word—in the
Security Room, and what they had burned that at first had appeared to be human but was in
reality nearly demonic.His Uzi and its holster was never far away from him. He picked it up off the
table and put it on, and he, JayDee, and the boy left the mess hall to find an apartment without
human bloodstains somewhere on the walls, the floor or the furniture.FourEthan.He woke up. It
seemed that someone had called him, in the name he had chosen for himself to give him some
kind of identity. Not loudly, but quietly. Enough to make him lie on the bed in the apartment he’d
been given, his eyes open, and listen to the dark.It was not entirely dark in Apartment 246. Two
candle lanterns burned low. The walls were a cheap brown plasterboard, the carpet the color of
wheat. On one wall was a decoration of metal squares painted blue and silver. Someone’s
artistic touch, he thought. He sat up on the bed, his back against the pillows. He was hungry,
thirsty, and edgy. He was wearing the dark green p.j. bottoms of somebody who was probably
dead. His bones still ached, and his bruises felt heavy with gathered blood. He wanted to return
to sleep, back to its peace and stillness, but he could not … because something was on his mind
… something important … and he couldn’t figure out what it was.He felt like an empty hole,
waiting to be filled. With what? Knowledge? Memory? There was nothing beyond his waking up,
into running across that field in the rain. Water, he thought. Thirsty. But he understood that the
last of the water was being rationed, and that the people here did not want to drink the rainwater
because it brought with it chemicals or poisons. They were eating the horses; the horses ate
grass, and the grass was watered by the rain. So they were getting chemicals in the rain anyway.
He guessed that even boiling the rainwater over a fire wasn’t enough for them to fully trust it. So
the bottled water was going down and down, and when it was gone they would have to drink the
rain no matter what.Ethan understood why they feared being caught in one of the battles
between the Gorgons and Cyphers, but what else was it they feared that made them cower here
behind the stone walls?He had no idea how long he’d slept. JayDee had brought him the p.j.s
and some other clothes, two pairs of jeans with patched knees and a couple of t-shirts, one gray
and the other purple with the clenched fist logo of the band Black Destroyer, which Ethan had
never heard … or never remembered hearing. He’d scrubbed the mud off himself in the yellow-
tiled bathroom with a bucket of sand. He had looked at his injuries in the mirror, by the candle’s
light. His chest was black, from shoulder to shoulder. And turning around, he could angle his
head and see in the mirror the mass of black bruises on his back. They looked soul-deep. He



thought that maybe it was best he had no memory of what had caused them, because it seemed
to him he’d been through a world of pain.Thirsty, he thought. But there was no water in the empty
taps of either kitchen or bathroom and the toilet was a dry hole. Dave had told him he was
supposed to do his business in the same bucket of sand he’d been given. To get any water, he’d
have to go to the mess hall where the rations were given out, and that place—Dave had told him
—was locked up tight and guarded by men with guns after the nighttime meal, such as it
was.Ethan found himself staring at the blue and silver squares on the wall opposite his bed.He
could imagine them melting, and becoming streams of clear, fresh and pure water that ran down
the wall and puddled on the floor.As he stared at them, the blue and silver squares seemed to
shimmer and merge into a glistening pool.The swimming pool, he thought. Something … about
the swimming pool.But he didn’t know what. The swimming pool was mostly empty, except for
some debris that looked like broken lawn furniture and a few inches of murky rainwater in the
deep end.Still … he had a strong sensation that he should get up from this bed and go to the
swimming pool, and there he might understand what was drawing him. He got up, pulled on the
Black Destroyer t-shirt and his Pumas, and he went out of the apartment onto an exterior
corridor that led to a concrete stairway. Halfway down the stairs he saw on the horizon blue
flickers of what might have been lightning but might also have been the never-ending battle. He
continued down to the parking lot and walked along the curving roadway in the direction of the
pool.Quiet had fallen upon Panther Ridge. It was a warm and humid night, with the threat of
more rain coming. Through the windows of some of the apartments he saw the comforting sight
of little flames of oil and candle lamps, and he knew he was not the only one awake. He saw
lights up on the watchtowers too; the towers were likely manned around the clock, the watchers
at their machine guns. He came upon a group of six people sitting in the parking lot, with a few
oil lamps at the center of their circle. They were holding hands and praying, their heads bowed.
He went on. He passed a man with shoulder-length hair and no shirt or shoes, just wearing a
pair of jeans, sitting on the pavement with his knees pulled up to his chin. “They might be comin’
tonight,” he said to Ethan. “But they ain’t gonna eat me. No, they ain’t.” And so saying, he lifted
the automatic pistol that lay at his side, and he put its barrel to his temple.Ethan saw the man
grin. There was madness in it, and Ethan went on.He came in another moment to the swimming
pool, which was surrounded by what had once been a decorative iron fence and gate. Most of it
had been knocked down, all of it rusted by the corrosive rain. The gate was open, hanging by a
hinge. Ethan thought that many of the people here were also hanging by a hinge. He went to the
side of the pool and looked down into it, and saw only what he’d briefly seen when he’d passed
by here before: what looked like broken pieces of wooden chairs and maybe some other junk in
a few inches of water in the deep end—5 feet, no diving, the pockmarked sign read—otherwise
nothing else.Nothing here, he thought.But still …… something.He had the image of the blue and
silver squares in his mind, as they merged and glistened and became clear water.Ethan walked
down the steps into the pool’s shallow end. The blue paint covering the bottom had gone dark
and scabby and was coming up in wrinkled sheets. Exposed beneath it was gray concrete. He



walked in a straight line at the center of the pool, down the slight decline into the deep end. His
shoes found about four inches of dirty rainwater around the drain.What was here? he asked
himself.Nothing, was the answer.His motion in the water caused the debris to float away from
him. He sloshed in a circle around the drain, because it seemed to him the thing to do. Was there
something here after all? he wondered. A deep, secret movement … like the flowing together of
the blue and silver squares upon the wall? He stood for awhile in the deep end, his senses
questing for something he wasn’t sure of, and then he walked back up to the shallow end along
the middle of the pool. He had the distinct feeling that something hidden was very near, and yet
…“What in the name of Jack Shit are you doing out here?” a hard voice suddenly asked.Ethan
looked to his right, where the figure of Dave McKane stood with his Uzi at his side, pointed
somewhere just east of the boy. “I heard your door open and close,” Dave said. “My place is next
to yours. What are you doing? Getting water?”“No, sir.” Ethan saw that Dave might not have done
much sleeping tonight, because he was still dressed in what he’d been wearing today and he
had his baseball cap on. “I just came out walking.”“That’s a bag of bull’s balls.”Ethan decided the
truth was best. The truth, at least, as he understood it. “I felt like I needed to come here.”“Yeah?
Midnight swimming?”“No, sir. I just needed to come here, that’s all.”“What? To get a drink?”Ethan
shook his head. “I’m thirsty, but Olivia said not to trust the rainwater. That’s why you only drink the
bottled water.” He thought of the prison room, and the inspection he’d endured. What John
Douglas had said: We’re checking to see whether you’re fully human or not. Ethan knew, but he
wanted to hear it. “You think the rainwater’s poison, don’t you? Because of all the alien stuff up
there?” He tilted his chin toward the lightning-shot sky. “What does it do to people? Turn them
into things you have to kill?”“We don’t know that yet,” Dave said. “We don’t know why some
things come in here looking like humans. Maybe they were humans once, and they’re being
engineered by them.” He made a motion toward the horizon’s flickering lightning. “Playing with
the human toys, maybe. There’s just a hell of a lot we don’t know.”“But that’s not all, is it?”“No,”
Dave said. “Not all.”“Tell me.”“First get out of there.” Dave aimed his Uzi at the ground and
retreated a few paces as Ethan came up the pool’s steps.“What else?” Ethan prompted.Dave
said, “The Gray Men come at night.” “The Gray Men,” Ethan repeated. He didn’t like the sound of
that, not from Dave’s mouth or from his own. And then he had to ask: “What are they?”“Mutated
humans.” Dave pulled no punches and he wasn’t about to start now. “Some of them are … way
mutated … into things that don’t look human anymore. We don’t know what causes it. Maybe it’s
something in the atmosphere, in the rain, maybe it’s a disease they brought. The Gray Men
come at night. Not every night, but when they do try to get in here … it’s bad. We think—JayDee
thinks—their skin can’t take sunlight anymore. Or something that keeps them hidden during the
day. Like I say, we don’t know for sure and we haven’t met anybody who does.”Ethan had a
jumble of questions in his mind, all trying to be first. He started with, “Why are they called Gray
Men?”“Because they are gray. Or near enough. They’ve lost all their flesh color. I don’t know who
first called them that, but it suits ’em. They started coming about three months ago. Only a few at
first … then more and more. I think they have some kind of radar or sense or whatever that draws



them together … maybe they can smell each other.” Dave offered a thin, pained smile. “We don’t
have much ammo left. Glad you joined our happy group?”“Better than being out there.” “Uh-huh.
Well, the Gray Men try to get at us because they’re meat eaters. They drag their dead away, so
we figure they eat the corpses. That keeps them satisfied for awhile.”Ethan nodded. “But I’m not
gray and I’m not mutated. So why did you take me to that room where you’ve killed things?”“We
took you to the Secure Room because we’ve had … let’s call them intruders. They’re creatures
who look like humans, and maybe they used to be or they still think they are … but now they’re
another kind of lifeform. JayDee’s opinion—and Olivia’s too—is that they’re humans who’ve been
picked up by the aliens and experimented on. Then they’re let loose. Like alien time-bombs, I
guess. Let’s just say we’ve had some real interesting reactions to the saline. We had another
doctor here. He killed himself and his wife and son last December, but it was his idea to get
something in the bloodstream to test all new arrivals. Thank God he came up with that, or we
would’ve let some real horrors in here without knowing it until too late.”“The rain,” Ethan said.
“You think that’s what makes the Gray Men? If that’s so, hasn’t anybody here ever started
changing?”“Yes, they have. It starts out as gray, ashy-looking blotches. The blotches get bigger,
fast … and then the bones start changing. We kept the first victim under watch while it
happened. We had to chain her up, which was cruel as hell but we had to.” Dave stared darkly at
the boy before he went on. “After a couple of days, when she was twisted and deformed, she
started growing a second head that was all mouth and little needle teeth. That’s when her father
stepped in and shot her. She was twelve years old.”“Oh,” said Ethan, or thought he did.“We had
four others. They had to be taken care of before it got too bad. There has to be poison in the
atmosphere,” Dave said. “Sometimes the rain falls dirty brown or piss yellow, but we’re not sure
that causes the mutations. Nobody’s sure of anything. But yeah … that’s why we’re depending
on the bottled water. We shelter the horses but we know they’re getting exposed to the rain, and
we’re eating the horses, and the rain’s eating through the roofs and walls and leaking in … so
there’s no way to avoid it. The doc thinks it takes time for the effects to show up, and maybe it
depends on a person’s chemistry too. Like any virus, or cancer. Some get it, some don’t.” Dave
shrugged. “What are you gonna do?” He answered his own question: “Die, eventually. It’s just …
how long you want to wait.”“Why have you waited?” Ethan glanced pointedly at the submachine
gun.Dave held the Uzi up before his face and examined it as if it were a piece of deadly art. Then
he let it fall back to his side. “Good question,” he allowed. “I’ve known a lot of people in here who
decided not to wait. Decided that between the Gorgons, the Cyphers, the Gray Men and plain
old hopelessness, it was best to pass on through the gates.” He paused for a moment,
pondering an answer. “I guess,” he said at last, “I’m not ready yet. But tomorrow, I might be. Just
depends on the—”Weather, he was about to say, but he was interrupted by a red flare suddenly
shooting skyward from the watchtower at the western corner of the wall.It was followed within
seconds by the wail of a crank-driven siren from somewhere else in the complex. Dave said,
“Lucky you. They’re coming tonight,” in a voice both hollow and haunted.As Dave started running
toward the wall and others with pistols and rifles began to emerge from their dwellings wearing



whatever had come quickly to hand, Ethan heard the sounds of the Gray Men.It was distant at
first, a strange murmur of discordant music, steadily growing louder. Ethan had already seen that
wooden walkways had been built along the top of the wall a few feet below the coils of barbed
wire, and now the defenders of Panther Ridge were using ladders to climb up. A second red flare
shot from the southernmost watchtower, which Ethan figured meant the Gray Men were
attacking from two directions. He had to see for himself, so he started running away from the
pool, down the road and to the wall’s nearest ladder. Just as he reached it, a tall and slender
older woman with a crown of short-cut gray hair got in his way to climb up first. She paused to
look him in the face. Olivia Quintero had a rifle under her arm and a holstered revolver around
the waist of her jeans. She had pulled on a yellow western-style blouse with blue cornflowers
stitched across the shoulders.“Get away from here.” Her dark brown eyes were nearly ebony.
“Move!” She climbed up without waiting to see if he obeyed or not. Ethan let a man with another
rifle go up next. Then he climbed up to the walkway himself, because he had to see.
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elviscera, “Has some issues but is still good.. The premise of this story is that two mutually
antagonistic extraterrestrial races (Gorgon's and Cypher's)are battling over a territorial boundary
that happens to include the earth. Shortly after the invasion of the main antogonists, human
defense, power and communications systems have been destroyed. It opens with the main
protagonist (Ethan) engaged in the midst of a battlefield struggle about two years after the
invasion.Ethan, is saved (by a horse back rider) and brought to a relative safe house. While at
the safe house Ethan (who has significant ammensia) discovers that he has powers that leads
him and others to question his identity. His true identity slowly unfolds over the course of the
story and at the end he understand who he is and why he is there. As usual McCammon fully
fleshes out the prime characters in the story along with pertinent histories. These are intrguingly
woven into the plot which adds palpable depth.I would categorize this book as more Science
Fiction oriented than Fantasy (similar to "Stinger" but with plot elements hailing from of "Swan
Song"). It is not Hard Science fiction though (McCammon actually paraphrases Arthur C. Clark's
famous remark to this end). Some reviews complain that the plot is disjointed and seems
arbitrarily constructed, but I dont agree. It's true that the plot has numerous twists and turns
(which I find interesting) but the twists and turns are part of the story telling and are certainly
consistent with the premise (if one accepts the premise that there are two extraterrestrial races
with highly advance technology, then the existence of other such races is a small step). I could
envision a sequel involving Ethan.I don't think this is McCammons best work but it is very good.
It could certainly have done with more copy editing as there are some clumbsy sentences here
and there. If you are using a kindle, you should download a sample and give it a try. If you are
already a McCammon fan and you also like science fiction I think you will like this. I lked it.”

coachtim, “Another McCammon gem!. As a longtime fan of Robert McCammon's novels, I can
say that I've read just about everything the man has written and enjoyed each experience. That
is certainly true with "The Border".Like two drunken bar bawlers who take their fight from the old
Western saloon into the street, the battling Gorgon and Cyphers alien civilizations have allowed
their war to keep expanding outward into the Galaxy far enough to reach Earth. The unwitting
people of Earth are powerless to do anything to stop the carnage and soon find themselves
helpless victims of the destruction.After years of fighting, only a handful of earthlings are left to
fight off the alien attacks and all appears to be lost until the appearance of a strange boy with no
memory who begins to demonstrate his unusual powers to combat the Gorgons and
Cyphers.Though suspicious of him at first, the small band of survivors that he links up with
slowly begin to see that he may contain the secret to their salvation and begin to follow his
directions. The novel really begins to soar at that point as the action really ratchets up.As with
each of McCammon's books, "The Border" is filled with memorable characters and thrilling
scenes. Those that panned the book stated that it was too similar to "Swan Song". While I could



see some similarities to it, this book stands effectively on its own merits.McCammon fans will be
pleased.”

Shelley Young, “Absolutely the best book I've read this year!!. I am truly amazed when I find a
book that is so dang good, then come to leave a review and find people have given it low stars. I
don't think I'll ever understand that, but on to what I want to say about this book.This is one of the
best books I've read this year hands down. I normally don't pay so much for an ebook, but the
first pages were so captivating, I had to read to the end. I started late in the evening, went to bed
in the wee hours of morning, only to wake up and grab my Kindle to finish it; it was just that
good.The suspense in this novel is never ending. The best thing is just when you think you know
what will happen next, there's a few very-well thought out twists. I loved every last character,
including the bad guy. You have to be skilled novelist to pull off a bad character being liked. This
is the same thing that made Thomas Harris popular with Hannibal Lecter (sp?). The plot was
more than fulfilling, in my opinion. And, yes, there was a moment (of which I won't tell here)
where I actually said, "Awwww." When you can make me talk out and laugh out while reading,
there's something special in that particular book. I have never read any of McCammon's books,
but he got me with this one lock, stock and barrel.This novel was so compelling, I will definitely
recommend it to all of my friends, as well as given a mention on my website. So good in fact, I
would love to see this novel on the big screen. Awesome, awesome, awesome. If you are a lover
of suspense of any kind, you must pick up a copy of this book. And, Robert, if you happen to
read this, I would love to interview you for my website as well. What a fantastic read.”

Diane Graef, “and I LOVED IT. I purchased the e-book and flew through .... In The Border, Mr.
McCammon pays homage to his previous sci-fi novels Swan Song and Stinger, and I LOVED IT.
I purchased the e-book and flew through it without knowing (or caring) how long it was. It had all
the fun stuff – an end of the world scenario, alien invasion (with angelic alien v. evil alien
material), heroic (yet fallible) humans trying to survive against the odds – all spiced nicely with
sorrow, angst, love, redemption . . .I enjoyed the characters – the good guys and the bad. I
enjoyed the author’s use of language – I’m happy to say his power of graphic description
remains intact. I enjoyed the philosophic reflections of the author and the characters. I enjoyed
the ending. But, I didn’t enjoy the fact that it ended. This was, for me, a book that lingers, which
is why I chose to write this review.Way to go Mr. McCammon!  Thanks for the GREAT read :) ”

Ibbi, “Superb original and terrifying variation on a theme - spoiled by being too short, lacking
depth and a quick rushed ending. Robert McCammon (when did he drop the 'R' middle initial?)
is one of my favourite authors, having written one of my favourite books: Swan Song, along with
many other superb novels including Speaks The Nightbird.He is a master at story telling and he
is one of the only authors I have read who manages to terrify and shock with his amazing vision,
description and imagination enabling you to recoil in horror at what he describes and evokes.



Great great characters and the plot itself was highly original and exciting.The Border is a
brilliantly written book, very original and completely mad variant on the Apocalyptic and Aliens
invading Earth theme and the story unfolds and powers along leaving you breathless - utterly
brilliant (and it is NOT predictable in the slightest)...apart from the Ending - Rushed and abrupt
and very unsatisfying leaving me feeling short changed and frustrated as there was so so much I
wanted to know about things (you'll know what when you read it) .There wasn't enough
character development, and the whole overlying plot and factions and factors weren't fleshed
out satisfyingly as in Swan Song and his other books - this book has so so much potential -
enough to have turned this into a true Great.The novel is also very short compared to his others
and lacks the depth and detail his others have - hence the 4 rather than 5 stars.If he had spent
more time on it, and worked at it longer, giving the reader more to digest and know then this
would have been be a Masterpiece.Overall, well worth reading and brilliantly written by an
Author who deserves far greater acclaim.”

thomas williams, “Robert Mccammon is magical!. Another magical story from one of the greatest
writers alive today. Robert Mccammon writes like no other writer can and ever will, his stories are
unique and always his own, unlike the writers who sell out and give in to the publishers. He
writes his own even if all odds are against him. This like every one of his books are tombs of
magic! Thank you Robert Mccammon”

D. C. Bennett, “This is a new work by this author after a .... This is a new work by this author after
a long absence from the literary scene. He has not lost his magic touch with words,the plot is
extraordinary and keeps you guessing throughout. I have been a fan for years and look forward
to his next book.”

The book by J. Robert Kennedy has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 491 people have provided feedback.
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